LEGACY CORKSCREW
Manual

Manual includes: Assembling your Legacy Stand, attaching your corkscrew to the stand, and
opening a bottle with step-by-step instructions.

ASSEMBLE LEGACY STAND
To assemble the legacy stand:
1. Lay base on table so that the side with the pre drilled holes is facing up
2. Position the side of the stand that has 4 pre drilled holes in groove at the bottom
of the base, so that it aligns with the base’s 4 pre drilled holes
3. Use a screw driver (not provided) and 4 screws (provided) to secure the stand
and base

ALIGN STAND WITH BASE
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ATTACH LEGACY CORKSCREW TO STAND
To attached the legacy corkscrew to the assembled stand:
1. Take the two black squares – Mat A is foam with adhesive backing. Mat B is a
rubber mat
MAT A

MAT B

2. Turn screw on the legacy corkscrew clockwise to create a gap wide enough to
apply mats on the inner clamps

3. Peel paper off of Mat A and stick on the inside of the upper legacy clamp
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4. Place Mat B on the inside of lower legacy clamp

5. Place corkscrew on stand and turn screw counter clockwise until you cannot turn
it anymore. Once this is done, set up is complete!
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OPENING A BOTTLE

1. Make sure handle is placed all the
way to the back of the opener (“down
position”)

2. Place neck of bottle as far up
between clamps as possible. Squeeze
clamp firmly to hold bottle in place

3. Rotate handle completely forward to
remove cork from the bottle

4. To release cork, reposition handle all
the way to the back of the opener
(“down position”)- the cork will drop into
your hand”

